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Abstract 
This note presents a new formalization of graph rewritings which generalizes traditional 
graph rewritings. Relational notions of graphs and their rewritings are introduced and several 
properties about graph rewritings are discussed using relational calculus (theory of binary 
relations). Single pushout approaches to graph rewritings proposed by Raoult and Kennaway 
are compared with our rewritings of relational (labeled) graph. Moreover, a more general 
sufficient condition for two rewritings to commute and a theorem concerning critical pairs 
useful to demonstrate the confluency of graph rewriting systems are also given. 
1. Introduction 
There are many researches [l-7,9,13,14,16-18,20-22] on graph grammars and 
graph rewritings which have a lot of applications including software specification, 
data bases, analysis of concurrent systems, developmental biology and many others. 
In these one of the advantages of categorical graph rewritings is to produce a universal 
reduction which eases theoretical investigation considerably. 
Ehrig et al. [3-51 proposed algebraic graph grammars for a wide class of graphs 
and graph homomorphisms preserving graph structures. It is well-known that the 
category of graphs in [4,7] is a topos [S] and so it has pushouts. In their formalization 
of graph grammars with double pushouts gluing conditions for existence of pushout- 
complements in the category of graphs provide an essential mean of controlling the 
semantics of rewriting rules. Gluing conditions are investigated by Ehrig and 
Kreowski [4] and Kawahara [9]. Using single pushouts and regarding production 
rules as partial functions preserving graph structures, another framework of graph 
rewritings were formalized by Raoult [22] and Kennaway [13]. Recently, Ehrig and 
Lowe [3,16,18] studied rewritings based on single pushouts in Sig-algebras and 
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proved pushout completeness for restricted signatures with monadic operator 
symbols only. 
In this note we treat the category of (simple) graphs (with or without labeled edges) 
and partial functions preserving graph structures, and present a new formalization of 
graph rewritings by using a primitive pushout construction in the category. Graphs 
and morphisms introduced here are simple cases of relational structures and structure 
morphisms in the sense of [5,16,17]. However, the notion of partial morphisms 
between graphs (as will be defined in Section 3) is briefly different from those of 
[S, 16,173. Thus graph rewritings in this note are always executed without any gluing 
conditions, only if a rewriting rule has a matching to a graph, and partially generalize 
graph derivations [4] and graph rewritings [22] in a reasonable sense. Moreover, we 
state a more general sufficient condition for two rewritings to commute and critical 
pairs useful to demonstrate the confluency of graph rewriting systems. The framework 
of the note is elementary and the simplicity discussions comes from the usage of 
relational calculus (theory of binary relations). 
This note consists of the following sections. In Section 2 we present minimum 
fundamentals on relational calculus for the later calculations. The main subjects of 
this note are discussed in Section 3. We set up a new framework of graph rewritings, 
that is, the notions of (simple) graphs and partial morphisms between them are 
defined. For a pair of partial functions from a common set into graphs a primitive 
pushout square is constructed, which indicates that the category of graphs and partial 
morphisms has pushouts. At the end of the section we prove a more general sufficient 
condition for two graph rewritings to commute and a theorem on critical pairs useful 
to demonstrate the confluency of graph rewriting systems. In Section 4 we compare 
our approach with other approaches by Ehrig, Lowe, Kennaway and Okada 
[3,14,18,21]. Some examples related to graph rewritings are listed in Section 5. In 
Section 6 we state how to develop our formalization of graph rewritings for graphs 
with labeled edges which contains graphs in the sense of Raoult [22]. 
2. Fundamentals on relational calculus 
A relation a of a set A into another set B is a subset of the Cartesian product A x B 
and denoted by a: A- B. The inoerse relation a#: B-A of a is a relation such that 
(b, &a# if and only if (a, b)Ea. The composite a/?: A-C of a : A-B followed by 
/I: B - C is a relation such that (a, c)Eaj3 if and only if there exists DEB with (a, &a 
and (b, c)E/I. 
As a relation of a set A into a set B is a subset of A x B, the inclusion relation, union, 
intersection and difference of them are available as usual and denoted by E, u, n 
and -, respectively. The identity relation id, : A- A is a relation with 
id, = {(a, a)~ A x A 1 UEA} (the diagonal set of A). 
The following are the basic properties of relations and indicate that the totality of 
sets and relations forms a category Rel with involution (or shortly I-category). 
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Proposition 2.1 (I-category). Let a, a’ : A - B, /?, ZI’ : B - C and y : C-D be relations. 
Then, 
(a) (c$)r = a(/?~) (associative), 
(b) idAa = a ids = a (identity), 
(c) a## = a, (ajI)# = /Pa% (involutive), 
(d) Zf a c a’ and /I E /I’, then a/3 c a’/7 and a# 5 a’s (monotone). 
The distributive law for relations is trivial but indispensable in our relational 
calculus. 
Proposition 2.2 (Distributive law). The distributive law a(UIJI)y= Uz_,afi2y holds 
for relations a: A -B, /II:B-G (kA) and y:C-D. 
A partial function f of a set A into a set B is a relation f: A - B withf#f E ida and it is 
denoted by f: A -+ B. A (total) function f of a set A into a set B is a relation f: A- B 
with f#f E idB and id,, E ff#, and it is also denoted by f: A + B. Clearly a function is 
a partial function. Note that the identity relation idA of a set A is a function. The 
definitions of partial functions and (total) functions here coincide with ordinary ones. 
A function f: A 4 B is injective if and only if ff *=id, and surjective if and only if 
f#f =idB. 
Proposition 2.3. Zf a, b : A- B are relations and fi X + A, g : Y + B are partial func- 
tions, then f (a n j?)g”=fag#nfpg#. Moreover, if a c /3 then f (a - Z?)g# =fag# -fZ.?g”. 
Given a relation a : A- B, the domain d(a) : A- A of a is a relation defined by 
d(a) = aasn idA. The domain d(a*) : B -B of as corresponds with the image of a. 
A partial function f: A + B is a function if and only if d(f) = idA. 
The following proposition is useful for manipulating domains of partial functions. 
Proposition 2.4. Let a : A - B and Z? :B - C be relations and f: A + B a partialfunction. 
Then 
(4 d(aS)d(a)=d(afl) (or d(afi) 5 d(a)), 
(b) d(fS)f=fdW 
Proposition 2.5. Let a : A -A, 8 : B-B be relations and let f: A + B be a partial 
function. Zf tI &af, then g=f#feff 
We denote the category of sets and functions by Set and the category of sets and 
partial functions by Pfn. Both of Set and Pfn have all small limits and colimits, so in 
particular, they have pushouts [19,22,13,20]. Note that Pfn is equivalent to the 
category of sets with a base point (a selected element) and base point preserving 
functions. We assume that the readers are familiar with pushout constructions 
[22,16,20,12] in Pfn. A singleton set (*} is denoted by 1 and the maximum relation 
fromaset Ainto 1 byQ”:A-1, thatis,QA=((a,*)laEA). 
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The following basis properties of pushouts in Pfn are indispensable for 
arguments in Section 3. 
Proposition 2.6. Let a square 
C-D 
k 
be a pushout in Pfn. 
(a) Zf g is an injective function, then so is h. 
the later 
(b) For a function t : X + C the composite tk: X + D is a function tf and only if 
d(t#)nd(g#) E d(k). 
3. Rewritings for simple graphs 
Definition 3.1. A (simple) graph (A, a) is a pair of a set A and a relation a : A - A. 
A partial morphism f of a graph (A,a) into a graph (B, /?), denoted by 
f: (A, a) + (B, 8) is a partial function f: A + B satisfying d( f )af L f/?. 
It is easily seen that a partial morphism among graphs is a partial function 
preserving edges on its domain of definitions. 
Let f: (A, a) + (B, /3) and g : (B, B) --) (C, y) be partial morphisms of graphs. 
Since d(f )afEfS and d(g)Pg E gy, we have d(fg)afg=d(fg)d(f )afg (by 244) 
E d(fg)f/Ig =fd(g)/?g (by 2.4(b)) Efgy. Hence the composite of two partial mor- 
phisms of graphs is also partial morphism of graphs. Thus we have the category 
Pfn(Graph) of graphs and partial morphisms between them. 
The following theorem constructs a primitive pushout for a pair of partial functions 
from a common set into graphs. 
Theorem 3.2. Zf (B, B) and (C, y) are graphs and the square 
A-B 
81 ,:I 1 h 
C-D 
k 
is a pushout in Pfn, then h : (B, 8) -P (D, S) and k : (C, y) -+ (D, S) are partial mor- 
phisms of graphs, where 6 = h#/?hu kgyk. Moreover, if h’ : (B, p) + (D’, 6’) and 
k’: (C, y) + (D/,6’) are partial morphisms of graphs satisfying fh’=gk’, then there 
exists a unique partial morphism t : (D, S) + (D’, 6’) of graphs such that h’= ht and 
k’=kt. 
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Proof. First we see that h: (B, /I) + (D,6) and k: (B,/3) + (0,s) are partial 
morphisms of graphs. It simply follows from d(h)/% 5 hh#jIh (by d(h) = hh#n idB) E h6 
(by 6 = h#/Ih u k$k). Next assume that h’ : (B, /?) + (D’, 6’) and k’ : (C, 7) + (D’, 6’) 
are partial morphisms of graphs satisfyingfh’ = gk’. Then we have d(h’)gh’ 5 h’6’ and 
d(k’)yk’ c k’6’. As (1) is a pushout in Pin, there exists a unique partial function 
t : D + D’ such that h’=ht and k’= kc. It suffices to prove that d(t)& E t8’. But it 
follows from 
d(t)& E tt#(h#flhu k#yk)t (d(t)= ttgnid,) 
= t(t%$?ht I-I t#k#ykt) (by (2.2)) 
= t(h’fffiK I-I k’#rk’) (h’ = ht, k’ = kt) 
= t(h’#d(h’)j?h’ u k’#d(k’)rk’) (h’ = d(h’)h’, k’ =d(k’)k’) 
= t(h’%‘d’ u k%‘6’) (d(h’)fih’ c h’6’, d(k’)yk’ E k’6’) 
E t(8 u 8) (!I’%’ E idDf, k’% c idD,) 
= tC3’. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Note that the graph (D, S) in the above proof is unique up to isomorphisms. The 
following is exactly a corollary of the last theorem. 
Corollary 3.3. The category Pfn(Graph) of graphs and partial morphisms has pushouts. 
A partial morphismf: (A, cl) + (B, /I) is said to be a morphism of graphs iff: A -+ B 
is a function. In other words,f: (A, a) + (B, /3) is a morphism of graphs if and only if 
f is a function with ctf ~fj?. It is trivial that the composition of two morphisms of 
graphs is also a morphism of graphs and so one can consider the category Graph of 
graphs and morphisms between them. 
Definition 3.4. A rewriting rule p is a triple of two graphs (A, a), (B, /?) and a partial 
function f: A + B. (Note that f need not to be a partial morphism of graphs.) 
A matching to p is a morphism g : (A, a) + (G, 5) of graphs. Construct a pushout 
A-B 
4 r 1 
h 
G-H 
k 
in Pfo and define q =hn/?hu ks(r-g#ag)k. Then the graph (G, 0 is said to be 
rewritten into a graph (H, q) by applying a rewriting rule p along a matching g, and 
denoted by (G, 5) aPle (H, q). More precisely (G, 0 =E=~,~(H, q) is called a graph 
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(Note that rewriting squares are not necessarily pushouts in the category of graphs 
and partial morphisms.) 
The next proposition states a sufficient condition that rewriting squares are 
pushouts. 
Proposition 3.5. Let g : (A, a) --f (G, r) be a matching to a rewriting rule p =( (A, a), 
(B, /.I), f: A --f B). Zf f: (A, u) + (B, /?) is a partial morphism of graphs, then a rewriting 
square 
<A, a) 2 (B,P) 
B I 1 
h 
(G 0 k-_ <H,v) 
with q = h#j3h u k#(c --sag) k is a pushout in Pfn(Graph). 
Proof. By the virtue of Theorem 3.2 it suffices to show that q = h#jlh u k#<k. First note 
thatfgafEfSf/.?cT? since d(f)afcfj. Thus we have 
q = h*fih u k#({ - g#ag)k 
~h~f%fhuk#(&g#ag)k 
= k#g#txgku k#(&g#crg)k 
=k#(g#agu(<-g%~g)}k 
= k#rk. 
and 
q=h#j3huk*(<-g#ag)kuk#&jk 
= h#jh u k#<k. 
This completes the proof. 0 
The last proposition suggests that our graph rewritings coincide with those of 
Raoult [22] if rewriting rules are partial morphisms of graphs. It is easy to understand 
that almost all results about the confluency and concurrency of graph rewritings in 
[22] are analogously valid in our case. The following is a general sufficient condition 
for two graph rewritings to commute (or to be strongly confluent). 
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Theorem 3.6. Let pl=( (A,, CQ), (B,, PA), fi : Al + B,) be rewriting rules, 
gA : (A,, al) + (G, 5) matchings to p1 and (G, 5) ==-p1,B1 (H,, T,IJ a graph rewriting 
induced by a rewriting square 
for 1=0,1. Zf fA : (A,, al) + (B,, /?& (I =0, 1) is partial morphisms of graphs and 
d(g#o)nd(gf)Ed(k,Jnd(k,), then there exist a matching g;: (A,& + (Hl-l,~l-n) 
(n=O, 1) and a graph (H,v) such that (Hi_l,~i_l) =s~~,~;(H, q)(n=O, 1). 
Proof. By virtue of Corollary 3.3 we can construct he following three pushouts in the 
category of graphs and partial morphisms: 
,640, ao> 2 @o,Bo> 
80 I (0) 1 ho 
<AI,uI) 81 <GO - 
4 (1) 1 k1 ;) 
<Ho,vo) 
lhb 
@I,/%) 
7 
<HI,vI) 
h’ 1 
WV) 
Set g; =glki _,(A = 0,l). Then g> (A =0, 1) is a function from the assumption and 
Proposition 2.6, and so g> : (A,, al) + (H, _A, q1 _J is a matching to pl(r2 =O, 1). 
Since two squares (0) +(2) and (1) +(2) are pushouts in the category of graphs and 
partial morphisms, we have a graph rewriting (H 1 _ I, q1 _ J =S p,,g; (H, q) (I = 0,l) by 
Definition 3.4, which proves the theorem. 0 
The rest of this section is concerned with critical pairs [ 1522,211 that are useful to 
demonstrate the confluency of actual graph rewriting systems. A basic idea on critical 
pairs in graph rewriting systems was initiated by Raoult [22]. Our approach is an 
extension of his method. 
In what follows, we assume that rewriting rules are morphisms of graphs and 
matchings are injective morphisms of graphs. Therefore, rewriting squares hereafter 
are pushouts from Proposition 3.5 and so they will be called rewriting pushouts. An 
essential point of the discussion below is due to Proposition 2.6 stating that pushouts 
in Pfn(Graph) preserve injective morphisms of graphs. 
Definition 3.7. A rewriting system P is simply a family of rewriting rules 
(morphisms of graphs). Let (G, r) =z-fllel (H,, ql) be a graph rewriting induced by 
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a rewriting pushout 
with fAEP for Iz = 0,l. The pair of graph rewritings (G, 5) =ll,gl(H1, ql) is called 
confluent on P if there exist rewriting rules fi~P and graph rewritings 
(HA, VA> +/i,ei(H, q) (,I =O, 1) induced by rewriting pushouts 
(A;*cc;) 81 (HA, vn> 
/i I I 
k; 
(B,,B& T (H,rl) 
satisfying kokb = kI k;. 
Let I be a set and 0 : Z-Z the empty relation. Then (I, 0) is a discrete graph over I, 
that is, a graph without edges. When (A, cr) is a graph, every functionf: Z + A always 
induces a morphism f: (I, 0) + (A, cc) of graphs. 
Definition 3.8. LetfA be a rewriting rule in a rewriting system P(I = 0,l). A critical pair 
formed fromf, andfi in P is a pair of morphisms tl: ($a) + (T,,z~) (J=O, 1) of 
graphs such that all squares in the following diagram are pushouts in Graph for some 
pair of injective functions iA : Z + Al (2 = 0,l). 
(19 0) * (Ao,ao) -% (B,,/t,> 
il I I so I “0 
Sl 
(Al,al) - (S, 0) 
4 I 
fo (TOJO) 
tt 
OLB,) ~1 <TI,~I) 
Note that if A0 and AI are finite sets then the set of critical pairs fromjo andf, is 
finite. 
Lemma 3.9. Zfa graph rewriting (G, 5) jfi (H,, ql) is induced by a rewriting pushout 
for ;i =O, 1, then there exist a critical pair ta : (S, a) + (T,, rl) (2 =O, 1) and matchings 
sl:(Al,6J+(S,a)(il=0,1)ands:(S,a) + (G, 5) such that the rewriting pushout (1) 
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is decomposed into two pushouts in Graph through (S,a) as follows: 
(&,uA) -% (S,o) L (G 0 
Proof. Construct a pullback 
Al - G 
Sl 
in Set and a pushout 
in Graph. Since (1) is a pushout there exists a unique morphism s : (S, a) + (G, 5) 
such that g1 =sIs (A =O, 1). Remark that s ,,, sr and s are injective. Also construct 
a rewriting pushout 
for 1=0,1. Thus we have a critical pair (to, tl) formed from f0 and fi and there exists 
a unique morphism ua of graph such that skA = tlvl and hl=ulul (L=O, 1). 
(4, aa> s1 (S,o) L <G,O 
fl 
1 I 
fA (3) Ir* 1 
@,,BL> 7 <Ta,r~) 7 (H,,vA) 
By the basic property of pushouts the square (3) is a pushout. This completes the 
proof. q 
A rewriting system P is conjluent if every pair of rewriting 
(G, 0 =z-fA (HA, qI)(A =O, 1) in P is confluent on P. The following is a main theorem 
of the note, which asserts that the confluency of rewriting systems are reduced to that 
of the critical pairs. 
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Theorem 3.10. A graph rewriting system P is confluent ifand only ifevery critical pair in 
P is confluent. 
Proof. The only-if part is trivial. So we will show the if part. Assume that 
fA : (A,, CQ) + (B1, /IL) is a rewriting rule in P and (G, r) *j1,81(H1, qI) is a graph 
rewriting induced by a rewriting pushout 
for A = 0,l. By Lemma 3.9 there exists a critical pair tA : (S, a) + (T,, zl) (A = 0,l) such 
that the rewriting pushout (1) is decomposed into two pushouts in Graph as follows: 
@,,PA> 7 (TA,zA) ~1 (HA,v,) 
From the assumption that every critical pair in P is confluent there exists a pair of 
rewriting pushouts 
(n=O, 1) such that t,-,kb=t,k;. Construct a pushout 
tokb=tlki 
60) - (T,z) 
s 
1 1 
k’ 
(GO 7 <H’, v’>. 
Then there exists a unique morphism w1 : (H,, ql) + (H’, q’) (L=O, 1) of graphs 
making the square (*) below a pushout. 
The above diagram induces a graph rewriting (HA, qJ *filsiul (H’, q’) (2 =0, 1) in P. 
Hence the given pair of graph rewritings is confluent on P. 0 
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4. OhseNation 
We first compare our category of graphs with that of Lowe and Ehrig [18]. Let 
(A, a) be a graph in our sense. We have two functions i,p : a + A and i,q : a + A, 
wherei,:a~AxAisaninclusionfunctionandp:AxA~Aandq:AxA~Aare 
projections. Then (a, A, i,p,i,q) is naturally considered as a Sig-algebra with 
Sig = {s, t : E --, V} in the sense of [ 18). Thus a graph in our sense exactly corresponds 
to a Sig-algebra (GE, Gy, sG, tG) such that a function (sG, tG) : GE + GY x GY is injective. 
A partial Sig-algebra morphism from (A, a) to (B, /I) is a tuple ((A’, a’), if, tf) of 
a subgraph (A’, a’) of (A, a), an inclusion function i,: (A’, a’) + (A, a), and a (total) 
graph morphism tf : (A’, a’) + (B, fi). It corresponds to a notion of partial mor- 
phisms [23,24] over Graph. But Graph has pushouts which are not hereditary in the 
sense of Kennaway [14], so the category of partial morphisms constructed from 
Graph is not pushout complete [14]. Fig. 1 illustrates a pushout which is not 
hereditary. Let f: (A, a) + (B, j?) be a partial morphism of graphs in our sense. We 
have the domain A’ of partial functionf: A + B, an inclusion function i, : A’ + A and 
a function t/: A’ + B such that f= ijt,. Define a’ by constructing a pullback 
a’ -% A’x A’ 
/ pB lifxb 
a? AxA 
in Set. Since d(f)af E fB it follows by assumptions that if: (A’, a’) + (A, a) and 
t/: (A’, a’) + (I?, /I) are morphisms of graphs. But there may be many subgraphs 
._._._...._.....___.___.._.....~ 
a-0 a--@ 
Fig. 1. 
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(A’, a*) of (A, a) such that t/ : (A’, cc*) + (B, /?> is a morphism of graphs. This is 
a difference between our partial morphisms of graphs and those in [18]. Fig. 1 indi- 
cates that Lowe’s pushout construction is not closed under the subclass of our graphs 
and so it is meaningful to prove the pushout completeness of the category Pfn(Graph) 
in our sense (cf. Corollary 3.3). 
Ehrig and Lowe [16,18] proved the pushout completeness of the category of 
Sig-algebras whose signature contains monadic operator symbols only. In this case 
the category of Sig-algebras is equivalent to a functor category over Set which is 
a topos [8]. 
Relations and partial functions can be similarly considered in topoi [9,12]. We 
present a new pushout completeness [12] in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Zf a topos E has the following properties: 
(a) the set Sub(A) of subobjects of an object A is a complete lattice by inclusion, 
(b) the distributive law (cf. Proposition 2.2) of relations holds, 
then the category of partial functions in E is finitely cocomplete. 
Kennaway [14] introduced the notion of hereditary pushouts and showed that if 
E satisfying the condition (a) of Theorem 4.1 has hereditary pushouts, then P(E) has 
pushouts. When Theorem 4.1 holds, every pushout square in E is also a pushout in the 
category of partial functions in E, i.e. it is hereditary [14]. 
Next we consider Ehrig’s double pushout approach [3] in our category Graph, i.e. 
assume that the following two squares are pushouts in Graph and that m is an injective 
function: 
Then 6m E ma, 6s E SE, Sf E fb, < = g%g u n%n and q = hft/?h u k%k by Theorem 3.2. 
Since nn# = ids by the pushout property it is easy to see that &s E E and 
n(5 - g&g)n* =(ng#agn#u nn%nn#)- ng#agn# (by Proposition 2.3) 
= (ng%gn# u E) - ng%gn# (nn# = idE) 
= E - ng#crgn# 
E E. 
Hence n(r-g%xg)n#us#Ss E E. Now put E*=n(t-g%g)n#us#&. From n%n-g%g= 
nfn(n%n - g%g)n% (by Proposition 2.5) = nf(s - ng%xgn$)n (by Proposition 2.2) and 
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nn# = idE, we have 
g%g u r&n = g%g u n#n(t -gsag)n% u n%%~ (by Proposition 2.3) 
= g%Yg u n#(& - ng%gn#)n u nVC%, 
= g%g u @Is&n - g%g) u nVbsn 
= g&g u n#&n u n%%n 
= gf,g u At&n (s% E E) 
= 6 
Thus E^ : E-E is the least relation such that s% E 6 and 5 = g%g u n%t. Hence it is 
reasonable to assume that s=EI. In this case we have 
q = hg/3h u k%(< -g&g) n#k u k%#bsk 
=h~j3Bhu k*n(<-g#ag)n#kuh~f%ifh (fh=sk) 
=h~/?huk%~(~-g#ag)n#k (j%j-~ 8). 
This shows that 6: E-E is the least relation E which makes the above squares 
pushouts. In our category of graphs Graph the pushout complement is not always 
exist and not unique (cf. 5.1). If there exists a pushout complement, our rewriting using 
single pushout coincides with the double pushout rewriting which uses the least 
pushout complement. 
Finally, we consider the boundary graphs (or B-graphs) due to Okada and Hayashi 
[21] in Pfn(Graph). In a matching g : (A, a) + (G, 5) to p=( (A, cr), (B, /3),f: A + B) 
is an injective morphism of graphs such that deg(g(a)) = deg(a) for each UEA on which 
f is undefined, then the rewritings coincides with those of B-graphs. 
5. Examples of graph rewritings 
In this section a few examples related to graph rewritings are listed. The first 
example shows that pushout-complements are not unique in Graph. 
5.1. Let a, 8, y : A -A be relations with a c y c j?. Then because of Theorem 3.2 the 
square 
(Aa) s <A,/0 
idA 
1 1 
id” 
(4~) x <-4/O 
is a pushout in the category of graphs and morphisms between them. Therefore, the 
square is a pushout for any choice of y satisfying a E y c /I. The choice 6, in Section 
4 means the most economical way to have pushout-complements. 
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Next we present two simple examples of graph rewritings to which conventional 
graph rewritings cannot be applied. 
5.2. In Fig. 2 g is a neat morphism of graphs with respect o theories of Ehrig [3], 
Raoult [22] and ours. But f is not a morphism of graphs and it is not worth to be 
a rewriting rule in the sense of Raoult [22]. On the other hand, f means a fast 
production in the double pushout approach of [3] but unfortunately the necessary 
pushout-complement does not exist since the gluing condition is not satisfied. How- 
ever, we have the bottom resultant graph by applying our formalization. 
53. In Fig. 3 g is a morphism of graphs andf is a partial morphism of graphs in all 
theories of Ehrig [3], Raoult [22] and ours. However, graph rewritings of Ehrig [3] 
and Raoult [22] does not work again because the gluing conditions are not valid. In 
this case the resultant graph given by our graph rewritings is one point graph without 
edges. 
The final two examples indicate reasons why rewriting rules are not restricted to 
morphisms of graphs and why matchings must be morphisms of graphs in Definition 
3.4 of graph rewritings. 
5.4. In order to treat with more general graph rewritings we do not restrict rewriting 
rules to (partial) morphisms of graphs (cf. Definition 3.4). Fig. 4 illustrates an 
important example of graph rewriting rules being not morphisms of graphs, because 
the edge denoted by a bold arrow is not preserved. The rule expresses usual asso- 
ciative laws. 
1-a 
8 
3 
._..__.___-._.._.__-_.___..._-. 
Q 
I 
.-._-_.-_-__..___.__--..___..__. 
g(1) 
x 
g(2) 
-0 
g(3) 
-4 0 
i 
1 
1 
I 
i 
I 
L 
f 
. . . . . . ..--................-....__.. 
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.......... _ . . . 
Fig. 2. 
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: 
‘__‘___“‘_._““___‘.__..__.._._.__~ 
i 
I** 1 ? 6); : 
f 
I 
I 
!_............._..........._.~ 
l o 
9L 0 1 
2 3 
C.m..--_..-l-.-..... ““““_“___._i 
1 
f 1 i f(l) i -Ifi 3 I i........................_..._.......i 
Fig. 3. 
0 
0 
do 0 3 
1 2 
Fig. 4. 
5.5. Recall that matchings to rewriting rules are defined to be morphisms of graphs 
but not partial morphisms (cf. Definition 3.4). We now observe what happens when 
matchings are allowed to be partial morphisms of graphs. First we note that any 
couple of rewriting rules being partial morphisms of graphs commute, because 
rewriting squares are pushouts in the category of graphs and partial morphisms by 
Proposition 3.5. Hence every set of rewriting rules consisting of partial morphisms of 
graphs is strongly confluent, which seems to exceed. Let p = ((A, a), (B, j?),f: A + B) 
and assume thatf(A) = B and there exists UEA such thatfis undefined on a and a has 
no loops. (This rewriting rule p is not so special.) For any vertex u of an arbitrary 
graph (G, r), define a matching g : (A, ol) + (G, r) such that g(a) = u and undefined 
otherwise. Then g is in fact a partial morphism of graphs. The resultant graph H after 
applying p along g is a graph obtained by subtracting from G the vertex u and all edges 
connected with V. Thus this claims that any finite graph is reduced into the empty 
graph by iterating applications of p. 
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6. Rewritings for graphs with labeled edges 
In this section we first define graphs with labeled edges and partial morphisms 
between them, and a primitive pushout construction similar to Theorem 3.2 is stated 
for graphs with labeled edges. The readers may easily understand analogies with result 
in Section 3 are also valid in this case. 
Let C be a set of labels. A graph (A, u) with C-labeled edges is a pair of a set A and 
a collection CI = {a, : A - A 1 OEC} of relations indexed by C. A partial morphism f of 
a graph (A, a) with C-labeled edges into a graph (B, /3) with C-labeled edges, denoted 
byf: (A,cr) + (B,f3), is a partial functionf: A+B satisfying d(f)abf gfpOfor all EC. 
Similarly, we have the category of graphs with C-labeled edges and partial mor- 
phisms between them. The following theorem constructs a primitive pushout for 
a pair of partial functions from a common set into graphs with labeled edges. 
Theorem 6.1 If (B, f?) and (C, y) are graphs with C-labeled edges and if the square 
ALB 
4 (1) I” 
C-D 
k 
is a pushout in Pfn, then h: (B, /I> + <D, S) and k : <C, y) + (0, S) are partial mor- 
phisms of graphs with C-labeled edges, where 6, = h#&h u k#ybk for each ~EC. More- 
over, if h’ : (B, /?) + (D’, 6’) and k’ : (C, y) + (D’, 8) are partial morphisms of graphs 
with C-labeled edges satisfying fh’=gk’, then there exists a unique partial morphism 
t: (D, S) + (D’, 8’) of graphs with C-labeled edges such that h’= ht and k’ = kt. 
Similarly we have the following corollary from the last theorem. 
Corollary 6.2. The category of graphs Pfn(C-Graph) with Z-labeled edges and partial 
morphisms between them has pushouts. 
Remark. A graph (A, a) with a#=a is just an undirected graph. Hence almost all 
results in this note are also valid.for undirected graphs. 
Example 6.3. Let N be the set of natural numbers. A graph (A,a) with N-labeled 
edges satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) ai is a partial function for any ieN, i.e., EptLi L idA, 
(b) d(aj) E d(Et) for any i<<j (i,jEN), 
is equivalent to a graph (A, SA: A -P A*) in the sense of Raoult [22]. Since graph 
morphisms in [22] arc identical with morphisms of graphs with C-labeled edges, the 
category of graphs in [22] is a subcategory of Pfn(N-Graph). Though the category of 
graphs in [22] does not have pushouts Raoult [22] showed a sufficient condition for 
existence of pushouts. 
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7. Concluding remark 
Ehrig and Lowe [16-183 have extensively developed the theory of graph rewritings 
using partial functions and single pushouts from an algebraic viewpoint. They 
reexamined that several properties of graph grammars can be simply proved within 
single pushout approaches and demonstrated the efficiency of the single pushout 
formalization. Kennaway [14] investigated the pushout completeness of abstract 
categories of partial morphisms. But their categories of graphs are different from 
Pfn(Graph). 
We proved the pushout completeness of the category of simple graphs and partial 
morphisms using the relational calculus. We claim two points. First our notions and 
proofs are simple and clear. The relational calculus is convenient o deal with partial 
functions. Second our framework can be extended to more general relational catego- 
ries which have many applications. For example, a relational structure (A, a), a pair 
of a set A and a relation ~1: SA - TA, is considered as a generalization of graphs, 
where S, T: Set + Set are two functors. We can construct a category of relational 
structures in which similar properties to the case of simple graphs also hold [ 111. 
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